
The Orkney Field Club began its 2009/10 indoor programme at Kirkwall's St Magnus Centre on Friday, 25th 

September, with a well-attended talk on Bumblebees by John Crossley. As County Recorder for these insects as well as 
a former Chairman of the Club, John explained that he is the envy of colleagues with different specialisms as Orkney 
has only seven bumblebee species to monitor!

John set the scene for us with an account of the life cycle of bumblebees: these are "social bees" living in colonies but - 
so different from the honeybee hive - each colony is created afresh in the spring by a single pregnant queen who 
survives the winter in an earth burrow, storing sperm until needed; she will emerge between March and June, the month 
depending on her species. Foraging in the spring days, she collects nectar for energy and also pollen, a source of 
protein to feed the new generation. Initially there are perhaps eight or ten young, all female and able after five weeks or 
so to forage themselves, now worker bees supporting what will become a sudden explosion in numbers. The queen 
carries on laying eggs, but not until late summer are males born. They will fertilise the next year's queens of which a 
colony may produce as many as twenty, who will feed and hibernate as the remainder of the colony, including the old 
queen, dies with the onset of autumn.

John taught us what to look for in distinguishing between Orkney's seven bumblebee species: four (white-tailed 
bumblebee, heath bumblebee, garden bumblebee and gypsy cuckoo-bee) have characteristic, varying bands of black, 
white and yellow (unfortunately all have white tails!); and three (moss carder bee, common carder bee and great yellow 
bumblebee) are essentially ginger- or reddish-brown. All seem to be surviving well enough on Orkney, although the 
"great yellow" is now found only in the far north and west of Scotland (but not Shetland). The cuckoo-bee does indeed 
earn its name by entering another's nest, killing the queen and laying her own eggs for the host workers to nurture!

As if recognising seven distinct species were not challenging enough, John told us that there are other, similar insects, 
notably some hoverflies. However this is good news too in a far more important way in that these too are pollinators - 
as indeed are moths, flies and beetles - so that the future of our crops does not rely on bees alone.

The different bumblebee species specialise in the flowers they visit; in part this reflects their varying tongue lengths! It 
will affect too the months in which they flourish. In the spring, as one example, creeping willow may attract four 
species; the gypsy cuckoo-bee is sometimes to be found on dandelions. The legume family of plants, and especially 
clovers, are the most important forage plants. We saw how the short-tongued white-tailed bumblebee cannot reach the 
nectar of meadow vetchling by the usual route - cleverly it cuts instead a hole in the side of the flower, stealing the 
nectar that way without pollinating the flower! - and how, being heavy, bumblebees can land on the lupin's flower 
platform which drops allowing them in. 

We were intrigued to hear of "the economics of foraging": for the insect, there must be a balance between the energy 
expended in foraging and the energy gained. Some species of bee will visit large numbers of flowers for small rewards 
while others will specialise, visiting only a particular species of plant but doing well there!  As a connected point, to get 
itself pollinated, a plant must offer enough nectar to make the bee's journey worthwhile, often at quite a distance, but 
not so much that the bee, too readily sated, will leave some flowers unvisited. We learned that bees can forage in cold 
weather, keeping warm thanks to their fur coats and internal heating; if too cold, they will stop until they warm up or 
die.

Other important forage plants include deadnettles, thistles and roses - the latter give no nectar but plenty of pollen, and 
so are important when the queen raises her first young. Phacelia is a recent introduction which is excellent at attracting 
bumblebees. John talked us through the summer, picking out plants which would become important nectar sources 
later: borage for the short-tongued; teasels for those with long tongues; heather for the heath bumblebee; knapweed, 
arable weeds and, late in the season, plants such as fuchsia.

We learned of the bumblebees' journeys. Whatever the crop, John emphasised that an adequate area, eg a few square 
yards, is important to make the bees' flight worthwhile and can well attract every bee for hundreds of yards! Some - eg 
the "great yellow" again - are strong fliers which will venture a couple of miles. Once a bumblebee finds a good source 
it will return often, pollinating the crop repeatedly.

Amongst his excellent photographs John included a number of close-ups, bringing out the hooked claws and strong 
jaws. Seeing them in such detail, we could begin to understand that male and female might be distinguished by subtle 
differences in appearance (and the males do not sting!).

Finally, after wide-ranging questions, John was warmly thanked for his absorbing, eye-opening and inspiring talk. We 
shall all look more inquisitively at bumblebees next summer!


